
In this project, you will learn to create and cultivate your own herb garden from seed! Seeds 
are a good alternative to purchasing starter plants. First, they are cheaper, and you have the 
potential for a larger yield using an entire packet of  seeds for one starter plant. Seeds also 
give a wider variety of  choices than starter plants sold at a garden center. Seeds are portable, 
allowing you to share with plant friends.  Seedlings give a head start on the growing season 
due to a shorter maturity rate, resulting in an earlier or longer harvest. There’s the added 
bonus of  the joy that comes from seeing the seeds sprout! So, lets get started:

INCLUDED:

6 Seed varieties - Seed starting tray - Nursery pots - Soil - Seeding tools - Seed markers

NEEDED:

Dirt scoop (optional) - Water, Mister (optional) - Sunny, warm window or shaded outdoors

1. Choose a place that you don’t mind getting 
dirty or set out a blanket or potting mat to 
start your seeds. Set out all supplies in front 
of  you for easy access.

2. You will begin by adding the dirt to the 
nursery pots. Make sure each is filled by 
packing the dirt into each pot tight enough so 
that water will not wash away the dirt during 
watering.

3. Using your seeding tool, create a divot in 
the middle of  the nursery pot where your 
seeds will be planted, about ¼ inch deep.

4. Sprinkle the seeds from the seed packet 
into the nursery pot divot. Cover the seeds 
with the soil.

5. Repeat Steps 1-4 with all seed packets.

6. Next, use the seed markers to label your 
seed tray and keep track of  which seed is in 
which compartment.

7. Once labeled, moisten the soil with a 
mister or watering can, making sure soil does 
not wash away. Keep seeding tray closed. This 
keeps seeds moist. When you first see green 
sprouts, keep seed tray open.

8. As the seeds grow, keep the soil moist but 
not soggy. Let the soil dry slightly between 
waterings.

9. Place the seedlings in a sunny spot indoors 
or a shaded spot outdoors. Rotate the tray 
regularly to prevent plants from leaning 
towards the light. Leggy seedlings will result 
from lack of  light.

10. Remember to thin out your seedlings. 
When seedlings have one to two sets of  
leaves and are approximately 2 to 3 inches 
tall, locate the hardiest seedling and remove 
the rest.  

11. If  seeds were started indoors, gradually 
transfer seeds outdoors. This is allows seeds 
to “harden off ” or to acclimate to their new 
environment outdoors. About 1-2 weeks 
before you plan to set your seedlings in your 
garden, place them outdoors in a shaded 
spot to mild sun and bring them in at night. 
Slowly expose them to more and more sun 
regardless of  whether seeds were started in 
or out of  doors.

12. Once seedlings reach six to eight weeks 
old, pinch off  the top leaves to encourage 
a bushier plant. After 10 weeks, most herb 
seedlings should be ready to transplant 
outdoors. Prep your garden area accordingly 
for each plant. Some may require staking, a 
tomato cage, or trellis to climb on. Be aware 
of  the distance the seedlings should be plant-
ed from each other. Overcrowding will result 
in weak plants.

Herb Growing Kit



ParsleyParsley  
Parsley is a vivid green, feathery leafed herb 
that is related to Dill. In the summer, fire-
work shaped flowers bloom in yellow and 
white. Parsley can be used in sauces, salads, 
and soups with the added benefit of  reducing 
the need for salt!  With parsley’s bright, fresh 
flavor, it is added to top many dishes both for 
taste and presentation!

Harvest: Parsley can be harvested when it is 
about 6 inches tall and a bushy, full plant. Cut 
the entire stem, from the base of  the plant. 
This will encourage more growth! Harvest 
as much as you want, but try not to remove 
more than  1/3 of  the leaves at a time, this 
will keep it growing. Keep harvesting and the 
plant will keep sending out new leaves. Leaves 
can be cut and dried at any time. Leaves re-
maining at the end of  the season can be dried 
and saved until the following spring.

BasilBasil 
Basil is a tender annual herb that grows as 
an attractive bushy, upright plant with broad, 
smooth, shiny green leaves. Also called 
“Sweet Basil” as it has a sweet and delicate 
flavor that blends well with tomato dishes as 
well as pesto.

Harvest: The younger leaves have more 
flavor. Harvest by pinching off  stems above 
a pair of  leaves as needed. This will encour-
age the plant to branch out. Keep the plant 
producing by pinching off  the flower heads as 
they form.

 

Mint Mint 
Mint is a perennial herb with a strong minty 
fragrance. There are a number of  varieties 
with distinctive flavors, colors, and heights. 
The foliage can be used for teas, added to 
salads, and pairs well with sweet and savory 
dishes, including roasts, soups, and pastas.

Harvest: Cut stalks and strip leaves as need-
ed throughout the growing season. Right 
before flowering cut stems one inch from the 
ground. After cutting plants back you can get 
a second harvest the same season.

 

DillDill 
Dill is a tall, slender annual herb with fern-
like, needle thin leaves with yellow blooms 
in the shape of  fireworks. The herb is used in 
many cuisines around the world. The delicate 
leaves can be fresh or dried and used in many 
dishes from soup, such as borscht, to flavoring 
salmon, or pickling vegetables.

Harvest: Harvest leaves fresh as needed. 
Leaves can be used fresh, dried, or frozen. Re-
move flowers as they appear to help prolong 
leaf  production for a short time. At the end 
of  the season, let some go to seed to provide a 
crop for next year. Seeds can be harvested for 
use next season.

OreganoOregano
Oregano is a perennial herb is commonly 
used in Italian and Greek dishes, such 
as tomato sauce, pizza, fish, salads, and 
pasta dishes. Blooms are purple flowers 
grown along tall stalks. The spade-shaped, 
olive-green leaves can be used fresh, dried, 
or frozen.

Harvest: Cut full stems that are about 6-8 
inches long. Run your finger along the stem 
from top to bottom, scraping the leaves off  
the stem in one swipe. Harvest as needed 
and to keep plants most productive and 
bushy. Harvest in the morning when plants 
are dry and before flower buds form.

ChivesChives
Chives are a relative of  the onion with a more 
mild flavor. Globe-shaped pink to purple 
flowers bloom in the spring creating seeds. 
This herb is used around the world to flavor 
many dishes including soups, fish, sauces, and 
sandwiches! The flowers can even be used to 
garnish a plate for a beautiful presentation.

Harvest: Harvest when plants are at least 6 
inches tall about 5 weeks after planting. Cut 
leaves with garden scissors or sharp knife. Cut 
the outer leaves of  the clump first. Harvest 
from the base of  leaves to avoid plants with 
cut tops. Leave about 2 inches of  leaf  blade 
above the soil in order for the leaves to regrow. 
Always leave some top growth on the clumps 
to preserve the strength of  the bulbs. Stop har-
vest 3 weeks before the first frost date to allow 
plants to flower and the clump to expand.  


